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Canoa Ranch and Torres Blancas always hope to be good neighbors and strive to work together with our 

residential neighbors.  The following guidelines are provided to assist our neighbors as trimming of 

shrubbery, trees etc. is needed near neighbor homes. 

Golf course personnel will trim, spray or remove small trees (startups) that can easily be removed to avoid 

a future problem.  Where we safely can, since we are not a professional tree service, we’ll also trim 

existing large trees that have dead or fallen limbs, or where a tree is causing or may cause physical 

damage to a wall or rooftop etc.  What we cannot do is to completely remove a tree to improve a view, to 

thin out a very large tree from a safety perspective, or to top a tree which is very unhealthy for the tree 

and often results in the tree dying in the near future.   

If a homeowner would like specific trees trimmed that we cannot do safely or cost effectively, we can 

certainly work with the homeowner as they consider hiring a professional tree service.  We do require that 

any such work is coordinated through us, and that the tree service/homeowner abide by our requirements, 

and that they pick up all debris and clippings etc.  Access to the golf course property for tree service 

companies and other contractors must be coordinated with us to minimize the impact to our golfing 

operations, and for the safety of the contractors. 

We have experienced several homeowners who have completely cut down trees, and completely “ground 

cleared” some areas.  While we will always try to be considerate of homeowner’s property, we also 

expect homeowners to respect golf course property.  Cutting tree’s, clean clearing vegetation without 

approval truly is destruction of property.  Recently, we have been notifying the Pima County Sheriff when 

we discover that a homeowner has trimmed without authorization. 

The vast majority of homes surrounding Canoa Ranch and Torres Blancas will typically include 

homeowner responsibility to maintain the property, within 4 to 6 feet outside of the rear property wall.  

Should a homeowner desire to keep this area clear of weeds, the homeowner should feel comfortable in 

keeping this 4 to 6 feet maintained without contacting us.  Access to this area behind the rear property 

wall must be through the homeowner’s property, and not by allowing contracted maintenance personnel 

to access this area via golf course property.  

I hope our neighbors can appreciate that many of the areas surrounding Canoa Ranch are open desert, and 

the desert continually grows, often at a rate that we cannot completely control.  Our Maintenance team 

maintains an on-going list of neighbors who email and request tree/shrubbery trimming or cleanup 

assistance.  Neighbors may email Chad DeKorte, requesting consultation or assistance. 

Chad DeKorte is our Maintenance Superintendent & his email is cdekorte@canoaranchgolfclub.com  

Regards, 

Mike Cochran 

General Manager (Canoa Ranch & Torres Blancas) 

mcochran@canoaranchgolfclub.com 

520-352-1031 (office) 
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